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Abstract

We describe a method to detect common Chi-
nese characters between Japanese and Chi-
nese automatically by means of freely avail-
able resources and verify the effectiveness of
the detecting method. We use a joint phrase
alignment model on dependency trees and re-
port results of experiments aimed at improv-
ing the alignment quality between Japanese
and Chinese by incorporating the common
Chinese characters information detected by
proposed detecting method into the alignmen-
t model. Experimental results of Japanese-
Chinese phrase alignment show that our ap-
proach could achieve 0.73 points lower AER
than the baseline system.

1 Introduction

Chinese characters are used both in Japanese and
Chinese. In Japanese the Chinese characters are
called Kanji, while in Chinese they are called Hanz-
i. Hanzi can be divided into two groups, Sim-
plified Chinese (used in mainland China and Sin-
gapore) and Traditional Chinese (used in Taiwan,
Hong Kong and Macao). The number of strokes
needed to write characters have been largely reduced
in Simplified Chinese, and the shapes may be d-
ifferent from the ones in Traditional Chinese. Ta-
ble 1 gives some examples of Chinese Characters in
Japanese, Traditional Chinese and Simplified Chi-
nese.

Because Kanji characters are originated from an-
cient China, there exist common Chinese characters
between Kanji and Hanzi. Actually, the visual form-
s of the Chinese characters retain certain level of

similarity, and many Kanji are identical to Simpli-
fied Chinese (e.g. ”snow” and ”country” in Table 1),
some Kanji are identical to Traditional Chinese but
different from Simplified Chinese (e.g. ”love” in Ta-
ble 1), but there also exist some visual variations in
Kanji (e.g. ”begin” and ”hair” in Table 1).

On the other hand, Chinese characters contain sig-
nificant semantic information, and the meanings do
not change in most cases between characters in d-
ifferent shapes. For example, the shapes of three
characters ” ”, ” ” and ” ” in Table 1 are quite
different, but all of them have the same meaning ”be-
gin”.

Based on the characteristics of Kanji and Hanzi
described above, we thought that Kanji and Hanz-
i information may be valuable in machine transla-
tion, especially in word/phrase alignment between
Japanese and Chinese. Parallel sentences contain e-
quivalent meanings in each language, and we can
assume common Chinese characters appear in the
sentences. In this paper, we focus on word/phrase
alignment between Japanese and Simplified Chi-
nese, where common Chinese characters often have
different shapes and it is hard to detect them auto-
matically. We accomplish the detection by means of
freely available resources. In addition, we incorpo-
rate common Chinese characters information into a
joint phrase alignment model on dependency trees.

2 Related Work

Common Chinese characters information have been
employed for a number of Japanese-Chinese re-
lated tasks. Tan et al. (1995) availed the occur-
rence of common Chinese characters as a feature of
Japanese-Traditional Chinese sentence pair to find a
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Meaning snow country love begin hair
Kanji
TC
SC

Table 1: Examples of Chinese characters (TC denotes
Traditional Chinese and SC denotes Simplified Chinese).

SC ...
TC , , , , ...

Table 2: Hanzi converter version 3.0 standard conversion
table.

direct correspondence in automatic sentence align-
ment task. Goh et al. (2005) built a Japanese-
Simplified Chinese dictionary partly using direct
conversion of Japanese into Chinese for the Japanese
words that all the characters in the word are made
up of Kanji only, namely Kanji words. They did
the conversion using a Chinese encoding converter1

which can convert Traditional Chinese into Simpli-
fied Chinese. It works because most Kanji are iden-
tical to Traditional Chinese. And for the Kanji with
visual variations that cannot be automatically con-
verted using the converter, they manually converted
them by hand.

In the context of machine translation, Kondrak
et al. (2003) incorporated cognates (words or lan-
guages which have the same origin) information in
European languages into the translation models of
Brown et al. (1993). They arbitrarily selected a sub-
set from the Europarl corpus as training data and ex-
tracted a list of likely cognate word pairs from the
training corpus on the basis of orthographic similar-
ity, and appended to the corpus itself in order to re-
inforce the co-occurrence count between cognates.
The results of experiments conducted on a variety
of bitexts showed that cognate identification can im-
prove word alignments without modifying the sta-
tistical training algorithm. Common Chinese char-
acters are kinds of cognates, and it may be possible
to improve alignment quality by incorporating com-
mon Chinese characters information into Japanese-
Chinese alignment models.

3 Common Chinese Characters Detection

Aiming to detect common Chinese characters be-
tween Japanese and Simplified Chinese, we do a

1http://www.mandarintools.com/zhcode.html

conversion of Japanese into Chinese. The difference
between the study of Goh et al. (2005) and ours is
that our proposed method also can convert the Kan-
ji with visual variations into Chinese automatically,
while they did it by hand.

3.1 Kanji to Hanzi Conversion

According to the characteristics of Kanji, we divide
Kanji into three categories, conversion is needed for
Category 2 and 3:

• Category 1: identical to Simplified Chinese
• Category 2: identical to Traditional Chinese but

different from Simplified Chinese
• Category 3: visual variations

For category 2, we do a Kanji to Hanzi conversion
using the data provided by Chinese encoding con-
verter. Chinese encoding converter is a open source
system. It is implemented using a ”Hanzi converter
version 3.0 standard conversion table” which con-
tains 6,740 corresponding Simplified Chinese and
Traditional Chinese character pairs. This table can
be downloaded from the web site. Table 2 is a por-
tion of the table. Looking at Table 2, we may no-
tice that a single Simplified Chinese form may cor-
respond to multiple Traditional Chinese forms.

To convert the Kanji in category 3, we use a re-
source from Unihan database2. Unihan database
is the repository for the Unicode Consortium’s
collective knowledge regarding the CJK (Chinese-
Japanese-Korean) Unified Ideographs contained in
the Unicode Standard3.

In Unihan database, there is a ”Uni-
han Variants.txt” file containing character pairs
that are unified with some formal rules. The
Unicode Standard has adopted a three-dimensional
model for determining the relationship between
ideographs. The model uses three axes: x-axis
to represent meaning, y-axis to represent abstract
shape, and z-axis to represent visual variations. We
are interested in the differences in z-axis. Some
common Chinese characters have the same meaning
and the same abstract shape, and so have the same
positions on both the x- and y-axes but different

2http://unicode.org/charts/unihan.html
3The Unicode Standard is a character coding system for

the consistent encoding, representation and handling of text ex-
pressed in most of the world’s writing systems. The latest ver-
sion of the Unicode Standard is Version 6.0.0.
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Kanji ...
TC ...

Table 3: Visual variations table.
Japanese Simplified Chinese

Full Match
Part Match
None Match

Table 4: Example of three word matching types.

positions on the z-axis. Such characters are called
z-variants in the database and are identified in the
”kZVariant” data field.

We extracted the ”kZVariant” data field from ”U-
nihan Variants.txt” file and obtained a 2,566 visual
variational character pairs table. Table 3 is a por-
tion of this table. With this table, we can do Kanji
to Hanzi conversion for the Kanji in category 3 by
simultaneously using Hanzi standard conversion ta-
ble.

3.2 Word-to-Word Matching

The Kanji to Hanzi conversion method described
above is a character-based one, but machine trans-
lation methods always use larger units (words or
phrases) than characters. Therefore, we extend the
conversion results to word-to-word matching. Fig-
ure 1 gives an example of word-to-word matching.

Although Chinese words are basically composed
of Kanji only, Japanese words are composed of not
only Kanji but Kana (Hiragana and Katakana) and
sometimes Kana only. Therefore, the number of
Chinese characters in corresponding words do not
always equal. We define three types of word-to-
word matching: if all the converted Kanji can be
found in the Chinese word, we call it Word Ful-
l Match; If only part of the converted Kanji can
be found in the Chinese word, we call Word Part
Match; Otherwise, we call it Word None Match. Ta-
ble 4 gives an example of these three word matching
types.

Of course we can think of other sets of definition-
s. For example, Word Full Match if all the Chinese
characters both in Japanese and Chinese have their
counterparts in the other language. However, the
definitions described above showed the best perfor-
mance among various sets of definitions in the pre-
liminary experiments.

Figure 1: Example of word-to-word matching.

Meaning envious wonton self
Kana
Kanji
TC
SC

Table 5: Examples of Kana-Kanji conversion pairs and
their corresponding Chinese words.

3.3 Kana-Kanji Conversion

Currently, there are many Japanese words written in
Kana even if they have corresponding Kanji expres-
sions, which are accustomed to be used. The Chi-
nese characters in Kanji expressions are again use-
ful as clues to find word-to-word matchings. We
can use Kana-Kanji conversion techniques to get
the Kanji expressions from Kana expressions, but
here, we simply consult a Japanese dictionary of JU-
MAN (Kurohashi et al., 1994). Table 5 gives some
examples of Kana-Kanji conversion results. We on-
ly do Kana-Kanji conversion for content words be-
cause it is proved that do Kana-Kanji conversion for
function words may lead to wrong alignment in the
alignment experiments we did.

4 Alignment Model

We used an alignment model proposed by Nakaza-
wa and Kurohashi (2011) which is an extension
of the one proposed by Denero et al. (2008). T-
wo main drawbacks of the previous model are
the lack of structural information and a naive dis-
tortion model. For similar language pairs such
as French-English (Marcu and Wong, 2002) or
Spanish-English (DeNero et al., 2008), even a sim-
ple model that handles sentences as a sequence
of words works adequately. This does not hold
for distant language pairs such as Japanese-English
or Japanese-Chinese, in which word orders differ
greatly. The model we used incorporates depen-
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dency relations of words into the alignment mod-
el (Nakazawa and Kurohashi, 2009) and defines the
reorderings on the word dependency trees.
4.1 Generative Story Description

Similar to the previous works (Marcu and Wong,
2002; DeNero et al., 2008), the model we used first
describes the generative story for the joint alignment
model.

1. Generate � concepts from which subtree pairs
are generated independently.

2. Combine the subtrees in each language so as to
create parallel sentences.

Here, subtrees are equivalent to phrases in the previ-
ous works. One subtree in a concept can be NULL,
which represents an unaligned subtree. The model
restricts the unaligned subtrees to be composed of
exactly one word, because of its simplicity (NULL-
alignment restriction).

The number of concepts � is parameterized using
a geometric distribution:

P (�) = pc · (1− pc)
�−1. (1)

Each concept ci generates a subtree pair 〈ei, fi〉 from
an unknown distribution θT , and then they are com-
bined in each language. The model denotes the com-
binations of subtrees in English as DE = {(j →
k)}, where (j → k) denotes that subtree ej depends
on subtree ek, and in the foreign language as DF . D
refers to DE and DF as a whole.

With these notations, the joint probability for a
sentence pair is defined as:
P ({〈e, f〉}, D) = P (�) ·P (D|{〈e, f〉}) ·

∏
〈e,f〉

θT (〈e, f〉).

(2)

4.2 Subtree Generation

When generating subtrees, the model first decides
whether to generate an unaligned subtree (with prob-
ability pφ) or an aligned subtree pair (with probabil-
ity 1 − pφ). DeNero et al. (2008) used pφ = 10−10

to strongly discourage NULL alignment, but this
is not reasonable for some language pairs. Taking
Japanese and English as an example, English deter-
miners (a, an, the) and Japanese case markers (ha,
ga, wo, etc.) rarely have counterparts. In addition,
if the corpus is less clean and sentence pairs often
contain a different amount of information, the strict
restriction may lead to alignment errors. Therefore,
the model uses pφ = 0.33.

Aligned subtree pairs are generated from an un-
known probability distribution θA, which obeys the
Dirichlet process (DP):

θA(〈e, f〉) ∼ DP (MA, αA), (3)

where MA is the base distribution and αA is a con-
centration parameter. The base distribution is de-
fined as:
MA(〈e, f〉) = [Pf (f)PWA(e|f) · Pe(e)PWA(f |e)] 12

Pf (f) = pt · (1− pt)
|f |−1 ·

(
1
nf

)|f |
Pe(e) = pt · (1− pt)

|e|−1 ·
(

1
ne

)|e|
,

(4)
where PWA is the IBM model1 likelihood (Brown
et al., 1993), and nf and ne are the numbers of word
types in each language. θA gives a non-zero weight
to aligned subtree pairs only.

Unaligned subtrees are generated from another
unknown probability distribution θN :

θN (〈e, f〉) ∼ DP (MN , αN )

MN (〈e, f〉) =

{
PWA(e|NULL) if f = NULL
PWA(f |NULL) if e = NULL

.

(5)
θN gives a non-zero weight to unaligned subtrees
only. Note that unaligned subtrees are always com-
posed of only one word in the model. Finally, θT
can be decomposed as:

θT (〈e, f〉) = pφθN (〈e, f〉) + (1− pφ)θA(〈e, f〉).
(6)

4.3 Dependency Relation Probability

Instead of the naive reordering model in the previous
work, the model we used considers dependency rela-
tions between subtrees and assigns a weight to each
relation. Suppose subtree fj depends on subtree fk
(parent subtree), which means (j → k) ∈ DF , and
both fj and fk are aligned subtrees. Their counter-
parts, ej and ek respectively, are somewhere on the
dependency tree of the other side. The model as-
sumes that ej tends to depend on ek because the de-
pendencies between concepts hold across languages.
The dependency relation probability reflects this ten-
dency.

Formally, the model extracts a tuple
(N(fj), rel(fj , fj′)) for subtree fj , and as-
signs the dependency relation probability to that
tuple. For unaligned subtrees, the dependency
relation probability is not taken into consideration.
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If the parent subtree is an unaligned subtree, it
ascends the dependency tree to the root node until
an aligned subtree is found. The model calls the
nearest aligned subtree a pseudo parent. The pseudo
parent for subtree fj is denoted as fj′ , and the
number of unaligned subtrees from fj to fj′ is de-
noted as N(fj). The model considers an imaginary
root node as a pseudo parent for the root subtree.
Japanese function words are often unaligned, but
the dependency relations between subtrees stepping
over the function words are assumed to hold on the
other side. Therefore the model introduces a pseudo
parent to capture the relations.

Function rel(fj , fj′)) returns a dependency rela-
tion between the counterparts of the two arguments.
Note that the counterparts of fj and fj′ are ej and
ej′ , respectively. The model expresses a dependen-
cy relation as the shortest path from one subtree to
another. For simplicity, it indicates the path with
a pair of non-negative integers, where the first is
the number of steps going up (Up) the dependen-
cy tree and the other is the number going down
(Down). It also requires one additional step for go-
ing through unaligned subtrees. Consequently, the
tuple is represented as a triplet of non-negative inte-
gers Rf = (N,Up,Down).

The dependency relation probabilities for the for-
eign language side are drawn from an unknown
probability distribution θfe and for the English side
from θef , with both obeying the DP:

θfe(Rf ) ∼ DP (Mfe, αfe)
Mfe(Rf ) = pfe · (1− pfe)

N+Up+Down−1

θef (Re) ∼ DP (Mef , αef )
Mef (Re) = pef · (1− pef )

N+Up+Down−1.
(7)

Using the notations and definitions above,
the dependency tree-based reordering model
P (D|{〈e, f〉}) is decomposed as:

P (D|{〈e, f〉}) =
∏
〈e,f〉

θfe(Rf ) · θef (Re). (8)

The model is trained by Gibbs sampling using
similar samplers described in DeNero et al. (2008).
We skip the detail of the model training here.
4.4 Common Chinese Characters Information

Incorporation

We incorporate common Chinese characters infor-
mation into the alignment model in two ways. One

is adjusting the base distribution to reflect the infor-
mation, and the other is exploiting the information
directly into the alignment model. Note that com-
mon Chinese characters information has an effect on
non-NULL alignments only.
4.4.1 Base Distribution Adjustment

Base distribution for phrase pair generation is de-
rived from IBM model 1 likelihood:

p(e|f) = ε

(lf + 1)le

le∏
j=1

t(ej |fi), (9)

where t(ej |fi) is lexical translation probability es-
timated by EM algorithm. In the first method, we
adjust the lexical translation probability distribution
utilizing common Chinese characters information.

For all the lexical translation probabilities, we
multiply a weight w according to the information:

t(ej |fi) = t(ej |fi) · w. (10)
Then we normalize them

t(ej |fi) = t(ej |fi)∑n
i=1 t(ej |fi)

, (11)

the weight varies with the three word matching type-
s.

4.4.2 Model Modification

In the second method, we define three phrase-to-
phrase matching types: if all the words in the
Japanese phrase belong to Word Full Match, we
call it Phrase Full Match; If all the words in the
Japanese phrase belong to Word None Match, we
call it Phrase None Match; Otherwise we call it
Phrase Part Match. We assign the weight w outside
of the base distribution. We modify the model by in-
corporating the weight w into the subtree generation
distribution and redefine the joint probability for a
sentence pair as:

P ({〈e, f〉}, D) = P (�)·P (D|{e, f})·
∏
〈e,f〉

w·θT (〈e, f〉),

(12)
the weight varies with the three phrase matching
types.

5 Experiments

5.1 Coverage of Common Chinese Characters

Detection

We investigated the coverage of proposed common
Chinese characters detecting method on Japanese-
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Ja Zh
# of sentences 680k
# of words 21.8M 18.2M
# of CC 14.0M 24.2M
# of CC(+Kana-Kanji) 14.6M 24.2M
ave. sen. length 32.9 22.7

Table 6: Statistics of the Japanese-Chinese corpus (CC
denotes Chinese characters).

character word
Ja Zh Ja Zh

Category 1 52.41% 30.48% 26.27% 32.09%
+Category 2 68.43% 39.80% 30.87% 37.27%
+Category 3 75.33% 43.81% 32.52% 39.04%
+Kana-Kanji 75.74% 45.82% 34.66% 41.46%
Kanconvit 75.77% 45.82% 34.79% 41.67%

Table 7: Results of detecting method experiments.

Chinese corpus. The corpus is a paper abstract cor-
pus provided by JST4 and NICT.5 This corpus was
made in the project in Japan named ”Developmen-
t and Research of Japanese-Chinese Natural Lan-
guage Processing Technology”. The statistics of this
corpora is shown in Table 6.

We measured the coverage based on both char-
acters and words. For comparison, we used a pub-
licly available tool Kanconvit6 which uses a small
table of equivalent Kanji-Simplified Chinese char-
acters pairs extracted from internet. There are five
kinds of experimental settings:

• Category 1: no detecting method used (only ex-
actly the same characters are found)

• +Category 2: proposed Kanji to Hanzi conver-
sion for Kanji in category 2

• +Category 3: proposed Kanji to Hanzi conver-
sion for Kanji both in category 2 and 3

• +Kana-Kanji: both proposed Kanji to Hanzi
conversion and Kana-Kanji conversion (num-
ber of Chinese characters after Kana-Kanji
conversion in the corpus is shown in Table 6)

• Kanconvit: Kanconvit Kanji to Hanzi conver-
sion and Kana-Kanji conversion

The results shown in Table 7 verified the effective-
ness of our proposed detecting method. Also, there
is complementation between Kanconvit and our pro-
posed detecting method.

4http://www.jst.go.jp
5http://www.nict.go.jp/
6http://kanconvit.ta2o.net/

5.2 Alignment

We conducted alignment experiments on Japanese-
Chinese corpus to show the effectiveness of using
common Chinese characters information.

5.2.1 Settings

The training corpus we used is the same one we
used in Subsection 5.1.

As gold-standard data, we used 510 sentence
pairs for Japanese-Chinese which were annotated
by hand. There are two types of annotations, sure
(S) alignments and possible (P) alignments (Och
and Ney, 2003). The unit of evaluation was word.
We used precision, recall and alignment error rate
(AER) as evaluation criteria. All the experiments
were run on original forms of words. We set the
weight w to 6000 for both Word and Phrase Ful-
l Match, 3000 for both Word and Phrase Part Match
and 1 for both Word and Phrase None Match. These
weights showed the best performance in the prelim-
inary experiments for tuning the weights.

Japanese sentences were converted into depen-
dency structures using the morphological analyzer
JUMAN (Kurohashi et al., 1994), and the dependen-
cy analyzer KNP (Kawahara and Kurohashi, 2006).
Chinese sentences were converted into dependency
trees using the word segmentation and POS-tagging
tool by Canasai et al. (2009) and the dependency an-
alyzer CNP (Chen et al., 2008).

For comparison, we used GIZA++ (Och and Ney,
2003) which implements the prominent sequential
word-base statistical alignment model of IBM mod-
els. We conducted word alignment bidirectionally
with its default parameters and merged them using
grow-diag-final-and heuristic (Koehn et al., 2003).
Also, we used BerkelyAligner7 (DeNero and K-
lein, 2007) with its default settings for unsupervised
training. Experimental results are shown in Table 8.
Common Chinese characters information is detect-
ed by our proposed detecting method and Kancon-
vit. The alignment accuracy of the alignment model
we used without incorporating the information is in-
dicated as ”Baseline”, the alignment accuracy after
adjusting the base distribution to reflect the informa-
tion is indicated as ”BD”, and the alignment accura-
cy after exploiting the information directly into the

7http://code.google.com/p/berkeleyaligner/
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Pre. Rec. AER
grow-diag-final-and 83.77 75.38 20.39
BerkelyAligner 88.43 69.77 21.60
Baseline 86.78 76.87 18.14
BD (Proposed) 87.22 76.88 17.93
BD (Kanconvit) 87.24 76.81 17.96
MM (Proposed) 86.88 78.17 17.41

MM (Kanconvit) 86.89 78.16 17.42

Table 8: Results of Japanese-Chinese alignment experi-
ments.

alignment model is indicated as ”MM”.

5.2.2 Discussion

The results showed that the alignment model we
used achieve reasonably high alignment accuracy
compared to that of GIZA++ and BerkeleyAlign-
er, and furthermore the alignment accuracy can be
improved by incorporating common Chinese char-
acters information. Figure 2 shows an example of
alignment improvement after incorporating the in-
formation. It successfully discovered the alignment
between ” ” and ” ” (both mean standard),
because there is a common Chinese character (” ”
and ” ”), and also, the alignment between ” ”
and ” ” (both mean that) could be discovered.

However, compared to the baseline system, the
improvement after incorporating common Chinese
characters information is not so significant. The rea-
sons for this can be summarized in two aspects.

Firstly, although in most cases the information
could achieve correct alignment, there also exist
some exceptions. Table 9 gives an exception ex-
ample, which shows the lexical translation proba-
bility of word ” (El Nino phe-
nomenon)” estimated by IBM model 1 and after
adjustment using the information. Note that the
segmentation results of ”El Nino phenomenon” in
Japanese and Chinese are different, JUMAN ana-
lyzes it as one word, while the Chinese morphologi-
cal analyzer recognizes it as two words. Because ”

” and ” ” (both mean phenomenon) are com-
mon Chinese characters, the lexical translation prob-
ability between ” (El Nino phe-
nomenon)” and ” (phenomenon)” is reinforced,
which is undesirable.

Secondly, the alignment model we used suffers
from the accuracy of Chinese parser which could af-
fect the effectiveness of incorporating the informa-

Figure 2: Alignment result from baseline system and af-
ter incorporating common Chinese characters informa-
tion (denoted as Incorporation).

fi ej model 1 adjustment
0.317965 0.000998
0.317965 0.998031
0.309406 0.000971

Table 9: Lexical translation probability estimated by IBM
model 1 and after adjustment.

tion. Although the Chinese parser we used is the
state-of-the-art in the world (Chen et al., 2008), the
accuracy is less than 80%. While the Japanese pars-
er which we used in the experiments can analyze
sentences in over 90% accuracy.

Also, we notice that between the two ways of
incorporating common Chinese characters informa-
tion, improvement of Base Distribution Adjustment
is smaller than Model Modification. The reason of
this is that the Base Distribution Adjustment method
only adjust the base distribution MA(〈e, f〉) which
has little effect to θT (〈e, f〉). On the other hand,
there is also a problem with the method of Mod-
el Modification, because after the modification, the
joint probability for a sentence pair will not be prob-
ability anymore.
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6 Conclusion

In this paper we proposed a method to detect com-
mon Chinese characters between Japanese and Chi-
nese by means of freely available resources and
verified the effectiveness of our proposed detecting
method. We incorporated the information into a
joint phrase alignment model on dependency trees.
Experimental results showed that incorporating the
information could achieve 0.73 points lower AER
than the baseline system which proved our assump-
tion that Japanese-Chinese phrase alignment quality
could be improved using common Chinese charac-
ters information.

Although in most cases incorporating common
Chinese characters information could achieve cor-
rect alignment, there also exist some exceptions. In
the future, we plan to survey the exceptional cases,
and find a way to deal with the exceptions. Also,
our methods of incorporating the information into
the joint phrase alignment model have some draw-
backs. We plan to develop a more effective method
to incorporate the information.
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